Many aspects of human behavior are inherently rhythmic, requiring production of rhythmic 3 motor actions as well as synchronizing to rhythms in the environment. It is well-established 4 that individuals with ADHD exhibit deficits in temporal estimation and timing functions, which 5 may impact their ability to accurately produce and interact with rhythmic stimuli. In the current 6 study we seek to understand the specific aspects of rhythmic behavior that are implicated in 7 ADHD. We specifically ask whether they are attributed to imprecision in the internal 8 generation of rhythms or to reduced acuity in rhythm perception. We also test key predictions 9 of the Preferred Period Hypothesis, which suggests that both perceptual and motor rhythmic 10 behaviors are biased towards a specific personal 'default' tempo. To this end, we tested a 11 several aspects of rhythmic behavior, including spontaneous motor tapping (SMT), perceptual 12 preferences (PPT) and synchronization-continuations tapping in a broad range of rhythms, 13 from sub-second to supra-second rates. Moreover, we evaluate the intra-subject consistency of 14 rhythmic preferences, as a means for testing the reality and reliability of personal 'default-15 rhythms'. 16
self-generating isochronous motor rhythms. Interestingly, we find no advantage for 23 performance near so-called 'default' motor or perceptual rhythms, in either ADHD or control 24 groups, as was suggested by the Preferred Period Hypothesis. Moreover, participants in both 25 groups displayed large variability in their SMTs and PPTs across session, raising questions 26 regarding the extent to which all individuals indeed have specific motor and perceptual 27 preferences. Therefore, alongside the insights into the nature of rhythmic deficits in ADHD, 28 this study also challenges some assumptions made previously regarding the prevalence and 29 functional role of default rhythmic preferences in facilitating rhythmic behavior more broadly. 30
Introduction 31
Rhythm is a central characteristic of many human behaviors. It is expressed through motor 32 actions, such as clapping, walking, dancing and speaking (Bohannon 1997 ; Williams and Grant 33 1999; McAuley et al. 2006 ; Pellegrino et al. 2011 ). Rhythm also benefits perception, since its 34 inherent temporal predictability allows preempting and preparing for upcoming stimuli (Nobre 35 and and their consequences for daily behavior. The current study is a broad investigation of 44 spontaneous and synchronized motor rhythms and the potential link between them, in adults 45 with ADHD as well as within a typical control population. 46
In order to elucidate the nature of rhythmic deficits in ADHD, it is helpful to differentiate 47 between two types of rhythmic behaviors: The first is spontaneous production of rhythm, 48 generated internally by the motor system (Rimoldi 1951; Fraisse 1982) . The second is 49 synchronization to rhythms in the environment, that involves inherent interactions between 50 sensory and motor systems (Repp and Su 2013) . However, the relationship between 51 spontaneous generation of motor rhythms and synchronizing motor actions to external rhythms 52 has not been sufficiently characterized, to date. In the current research we were particularly 53 interested in understanding whether the timing deficits observed in ADHD are related to the 54 internal generation of rhythm or rather are linked to deficits in sensory-motor interactions. 55
Internal Rhythmic Preferences 56
A large body of literature suggests that individuals have a default Spontaneous Motor 57 Tempo (SMT), that is consistently produced during free motion (Rimoldi 1951; Fraisse 1982) . 58
In humans, spontaneous rhythms are generated in many body parts, including legs, lips, head 59 and hands (Bohannon 1997 finger-tapping paradigms where participants are instructed to tap their finger "at their most 62 comfortable rate" (Collyer et al. 1994) . 63
Synchronization to External Stimuli 79
Synchronizing motor actions to sensory rhythms is carried out through action-perception 80 loops, and relies critically on temporal accuracy within both the sensory (Tierney and Kraus 81 2013) and motor systems (Schwartze et al. 2011) . A potential neural mechanism proposed to 82 underlie sensory-motor synchronization is entrainment of internal neural oscillations, and 83 phase locking between sensory and motor cortices (Schroeder and Rimmele et al. 2018) . In contrast to the notion of 85 SMT, synchronization requires flexible adaptation of internally generated motor rhythms to a 86 wide range of rates, dictated by external sources. Therefore, we might ask whether the Preferred 87 Period Hypothesis bears any relevance for synchronization behavior? Some have suggested 88 that, indeed, motor synchronization to external rhythms is facilitated by internal inclinations, 89 which manifests in improved synchronization accuracy for rhythms near one's preferred 90 rhythm (McAuley et al. 2006; Styns and Leman 2007) . However, in many studies, the range of 91 rhythms to test this was tailored around participants' personal SMT or was limited to a small 92 number of rhythms. Moreover, individuals may display large variability in their 93 synchronization abilities, irrespective of the specific rhythm tested. Indeed, several studies 94 report findings that are inconsistent with the prediction that synchronization is specifically 95 2018). Therefore, currently, it is difficult to assert the specific contribution of personal/default 97 rhythmic preferences to motor synchronization capabilities, in explaining individual 98 differences in motor synchronization to external rhythms. 99
Given the proposed functional role of synchronization in facilitating perception, it is 100 important to understand whether this behavior is indeed biased by internal rhythmic 101 inclinations, as proposed by the Preferred Period Hypothesis. One of the goals of the current 102 experiment was to systematically test this hypothesis, by testing the intra-subject consistency 103 of spontaneous motor and perceptual rhythms, and their relationship to synchronization 104 capabilities across a broad range of tempi, from sub-second intervals (250ms) to supra-second 105 intervals (2.2 sec). This also enabled us to study which aspects of rhythmic behavior are 106 implicated in ADHD, dissociating between internally-generated rhythms and sensory-motor 107 rhythmic interactions. 108
Timing in ADHD 109
Timing-related deficits in ADHD have been demonstrated across multiple timescales 110 and on a variety of tasks including sensorimotor synchronization, duration discrimination and 111 reproduction, verbal time estimation and temporal anticipation (Noreika et al. 2013 Toplak et al. 2006 ). However, the majority of these studies all involve forming temporal 121 representations for external stimuli, and to date there has been no systematic investigation of 122 spontaneous rhythm production in ADHD. The current study is a broad investigation of both 123 spontaneous and synchronized motor rhythms and the potential link between them, in adults 124 with ADHD as well as within a typical control population. It allows testing whether the deficits 125 in rhythmic behavior observed in ADHD are related to imprecision in internal generation of 126 rhythms or whether they should be attributed to reduced acuity in temporal perception and/or 127
sensory-motor interactions? 128
To this end, we conducted a multi-stage experiment in ADHD adults and matched 129 controls, assessing several aspects of rhythmic behavior, including: spontaneous motor tapping 130 (SMT), perceptual preferences (PPT), as well as motor synchronization and memory-based 131 rhythm reproduction. Critically we emphasized measures of consistency across trials and 132 sessions, that are key for determining the extent to which motor and perceptual preferences are 133 indeed characteristic for each individual. The procedure used here to evaluate individual SMT 134 and PPT differed somewhat from previous studies in the specific instructions given to 135 participants. Whereas most studies studying personal preferences in rhythms instruct 136 participants to tap "at their most comfortable rate" and to rate perceived rhythms according to 137 "comfort" or "pleasantness" (McAuley et al. 2006 ), here rhythmic preferences were linked to 138 a more well-defined internal rhythm -counting from 1 to 10. We chose to narrow the 139 operational definition of spontaneous rhythms in this manner for two reasons. First, in a 140 preliminary study from our lab (see supplementary materials) we used the acceptable 'most 141 comfortable' instructions, but failed to find consistency between motor and perceptual 142 preferences. We hypothesized that perhaps this is due to different interpretation of what 'most 143 comfortable' means. Giving more specific 'counting' instructions would supposedly reduce 144 this variability (Grondin et al. 1999 ) allowing us to more convincingly attribute our results to 145 natural variability in internal rhythmic preferences rather than trivial differences in 146 interpretation or subjective and momentary 'comfort'. Second, we hoped that the current 147 'counting' instructions would allow us to relate our findings more directly to speech-rhythms, 148 which are often pointed to when considering the ecological relevance of rhythmic preferences 149 and synchronization for everyday behavior ( 
Material and Methods 151

Participants 152
The experiment included two groups: ADHD and Controls, with 19 participants in each (15 153 women in each, 4 left handed), aged 21-28 (mean 23 in both). The experiment was approved 154 by the Institutional Review Board of Bar Ilan University. Participants provided written 155 informed consent prior to commencement of the experiment and received compensation for 156 participation. 157
All participants self-reported normal hearing and no history of neurological disorders (besides 158 ADHD). Participants in the ADHD group presented written diagnosis, from a neurologist or 159 psychiatrist (8 participants) or from certified ADHD clinics. Within the ADHD group, 8 160 participants regularly took medication on a daily or weekly basis, 3 participants took 161 medication at need and 8 did not take medication at all. However, all participants were 162 instructed not to take medication 24 hours before experiment. Administration of an auditory 163 CCPT task confirmed a significant difference between the ADHD and Control groups, 164 complementing their formal diagnosis (see below). 165
Procedures and Stimuli 166
Participants were seated comfortably in a sound attenuated booth, and heard sounds through 167 headphones (Sennheiser HD 280 pro). Finger taps were recorded using a custom-made tapper 168 based on an electro-optic sensor. All other behavioral responses were collected using a 169 response pad (Cedrus, RB-840). The experiment was programmed and controlled using 170 PsychoPy software (www.psychopy.org). All auditory stimuli were prepared using Audacity 171 and Matlab (Mathworks), and consisted of repetitions of pure tones (440Hz, 30ms with ±5ms 172 ramp up/down), presented at different rates. The experiment consisted of four tasks, performed 173 in interleaved order as shown in Figure 1 . 174 Spontaneous Tapping Task: Participants were instructed to tap with the index finger of their 175 dominant hand while counting silently from 1-10 silently. After each trial participants received 176 feedback as to the number of taps performed, which ensured that they indeed counted 177 internally. Participants repeated the spontaneous tapping task in four separate sessions 178 throughout the experiment, with each session containing three consecutive tapping trials. These 179
repetitions were used to test for consistencies in spontaneous tapping rates within and across 180
sessions. 181
Perceptual Preference Task: Participants listened to sequences of tones and were instructed to 182 adjust the tempo (speed up or slow down) until they reach a tempo that was comfortable for 183 them to count along with (counting from 1-5). Each trial started with an initial tempo that was 184 either very slow (ISI: 1300 or 1400ms) or very fast (ISI: 250 or 350ms), and participants could 185 change the tempo by adjusting the ISI in discrete intervals of ±30ms, ±100ms or ±300ms. They 186 were instructed to use the larger step at first and once they reached a comfortable range to fine-187 tune their selection using the smaller steps. Once they had reached their preferred counting 188 tempo they pressed a 'stop' button. Participants repeated the PPT task in two separate sessions 189 throughout the experiment, with each session containing four consecutive trials (with 190 interleaved fast and slow initial tempi). 191
Synchronization-Continuation Task:
Participants heard a sequence of 10 tones at a particular 192 tempo and tapped along with them (Synchronization stage). Then a stop sign appeared for 1.5 193 seconds, after which they were instructed to reproduce the previous tempo and continue tapping 194 10 times (Continuation stage). Participants received feedback after the continuation stage 195 whether they had indeed tapped 10 times, which ensured internal counting. No feedback was 196 given regarding the temporal accuracy of the tapping. Ten different tempi were used, presented 197 in random order (ISIs: 250, 350, 450, 550, 650, 800, 1000, 1400, 1800 and 2200ms). 198
Participants performed the Synchronization-Continuation task in two separate sessions 199 throughout the experiment, and each tempo was repeated twice in each session. 200
Auditory CCPT task: Participants completed an auditory version of the Conjunctive 201
Continuous Performance Test (CCPT), in order complement the formal ADHD diagnosis. We 202 followed the design developed and validated by Shalev and colleagues for Hebrew speaking 203 participants (Shalev et al. 2011) . Participants listen to a stream of CV syllables, comprised of 204 all 16 combinations of the consonants (n, s, b, r) with the four vowels (a, e, i, u), which are 205 clearly distinguishable in Hebrew. Syllables were presented for 200 ms, with ISI ranging 1 206 second, 1.5, 2 or 2.5 seconds. Participants were required to press the response button with their 207 index finger only when they hear the target syllable /ni/, which appeared at a frequency of 30%. 208
All non-target items were presented with equal frequency. The test consisted of a 10-minute 209 long block, containing 320 trials preceded by 15 practice trials. ()*+ ), to avoid 223 biases due to differences in tempo and allow comparability across tempi. We specifically 224 calculated the following consistency metrics for each participant: 225
Within-trial tapping consistency (CVwithin_trial): Represents how isochronous the tapping was 226 within a given trial. This is calculated using the ITIs across all ten taps in a given trial ( Figure  227 2, row 1). 228
Within-session tapping consistency (CVwithin_session): Represents whether participant replicate 230
the same median rhythm in consecutive trials within a session. This is calculated using the 231 median ITI values from the three trials within each session ( 
Across-session tapping consistency (CVacross_session): Represents whether participant 234
replicate the same median rhythm in different sessions throughout the experiment. This is 235 calculated using the median ITI values from the three sessions ( Figure 2 , rows 4, 5). 236 To quantify perceptual rhythmic preferences, we used the 8 tempi that participants indicated 243 were 'comfortable to count with' across all PPT-task trials. The average of these tempi was 244 considered as the participants' Preferred Perceptual Tempo (PPT), and PPT Consistency was 245 calculated as the CV of these 8 tempi. 246
Synchronization-Continuation 247
Tapping accuracy relative to the prescribed tempo in each trial was assessed by calculating the 248 mean ITI and comparing it to the ISI of the stimulus, separately for the Synchronization and 249
Continuation stages. We estimated tapping consistency by calculating the CV within trials 250 separately for the Synchronization and Continuation stages. Moreover, for the Synchronization 251 : Table  summarizing the derivation of central and consistency metrics (median/mean and CV, respectively) from tapping ITIs, within and across session, used for characterizing different aspects of spontaneous tapping. stage we also calculated the Negative Mean Asynchrony (NMA) which is the timing difference 252 between sound and tap onset. 253
Statistical Analysis 254
In order to compare results between the two groups we conducted several statistical tests. 255
Differences between the distribution and consistency of SMT and PPT values between the 256 groups were tested using Wilcoxon rank sum test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. We tested for 257 correlation between the median SMT and PPT values using a Linear regression analysis. In the 258 Synchronization-Continuation analysis, we tested for main effects and interactions between 259 group and tempo using mixed-model ANOVAs on the average tapping rates and tapping-CV 260 within trials. 261 262
Results 263
CCPT Results 264
Before analyzing the difference between groups in the main experiment, we used the CCPT 265 task to verify the distinction between the two groups. 
Spontaneous Motor Tapping 273
Both groups exhibited a broad range of median SMT values, between 0.4 -1.5 seconds ITIs 274 (median = 0.83; Figure 4A ). Distribution of SMT values did not differ significantly between 275 the Control and ADHD groups (p=0.24, Wilcoxon rank sum test), although the median SMT 276 tempo in the ADHD group was slightly faster ( Figure 4B ). 277
Although previous literature focuses primarily on a single SMT rate per participant, 278 spontaneous tapping within individual participants was in fact often inconsistent, as illustrated 279 in Figure 5B . To characterize this variability, we quantified tapping consistency at three levels: 280 within trial, within session and across sessions. 281
CVwithin_trial reflects the degree to which spontaneous tapping is isochronous, i.e. whether 282 participants produce a constant rate. We found a significant difference in CVwithin_trial between 283 the two groups (p<0.03, Wilcoxon rank sum), indicating reduced isochrony in the ADHD group 284
The ADHD group also displayed reduced consistency in the median tapping-rates they 286 produced in different trials within the same session (CVwithin_session) and across-sessions 287 
Preferred Perceptual Tempi 296
The tempi that participants indicated as most "comfortable to count with" (mean PPT across 297 sessions) ranged broadly between 0.26-1.46 sec ITI (median 0.84). Comparison between the 298 groups indicated that mean PPT values were significantly faster in the ADHD group (p<0.03, 299 Wilcoxon rank sum test; Figure 6A ). 57% (11/19) of the participants in the ADHD group 300 displayed inconsistent preferences across trials (using the same CV>0.25 cutoff as above), 301
whereas in the Control group inconsistent preferences were observed in ~30% of participants 302 (6/19). However, the distribution of PPT rating consistency did not differ significantly 303 between the groups (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p = 0.11; Wilcoxon rank sum test, p=0.16; 304 Figure 6B ). 305 Figure 2 ). This example illustrates both within trial variability (e.g., tapping ITIs within the green trials varied within a large range) and across session variability (e.g., tapping in the cyan session was substantially faster than the rest) often observed within participant. B) Distribution of within-trial CV in the Control and ADHD groups. The dashed line represents the groups median. Tapping consistency was reduced in the ADHD group relative to Controls. C) Distribution of across-session CV in both groups. The dashed line represents the groups median, and the gray line indicates the cutoff of CV>0.25 used previously to classify participants with inconsistent SMT across sessions. Inconsistencies in SMT across sessions were significantly more prevalent in the ADHD group relative to controls.
SMT-PPT correlation 306
A key claim of the Preferred Period Hypothesis is that perceptual preferences and motor 307 preferences can be attributed to a common underlying oscillator. We tested the relationship 308 between the rhythms generated spontaneously by each participant and the rhythms they 309 indicated as perceptually preferable using a linear regression between the median SMT and 310
PPT values (across all sessions). We found that indeed these values were positively correlated 311 (r=0.678, p<0.001), however the regression line did not fall on the diagonal which is 312 inconsistent with the hypothesized one-to-one correspondence ( Figure 7A&B ). Similar non-313 one slope values were found when fitting the data separately for the two groups (control group: 314 y=0.53x+0.44, r=0.67, p<0.002; ADHD group: y=0.67x+0.2, r=0.68, p<0.002). Interestingly, 315 there was also no correlation between the variability displayed on the two tasks (r = 0.27, 316 p=0.099; Figure 7C ), indicating that some participants could have a highly consistent PPT and 317 yet a variable SMT. 318 
Synchronization -Continuation 320
Both groups showed highly accurate tapping to a wide-range of rhythms during the 321 Synchronization stage ( Figure 8A) , with no significant different found across tempi or groups 322 (mixed-model ANOVA; all n.s.). In the Continuation stage tapping remained highly accurate 323 for the faster rhythms (ISI < 1 sec). However, for slower rhythms both groups tapped faster 324 than the prescribed rhythm ( Figure 8B We additionally calculated the Mean Asynchrony of tapping in the Synchronization stage. 338
Mean Asynchrony was negative for all tempi, indicating true synchronization and entrainment 339 rather than a sequence of responses. As expected, Mean Asynchrony was negative (NMA) for 340 all tempi, indicating true synchronization (Figure 9 ). There was a significant main effect of 341 tempo [F(9,324) = 6.4, p<0.0001], indicating smaller NMA at faster rates, but there was no 342 significant main effect of group or interaction between group X tempo (F < 1 for both, mixed 343 model ANOVA). 344 345 346
Lack of Correlation between SMT/PPT and Continuation Tapping 347
Last, we directly tested the prediction of the Preferred Rhythm Hypothesis that motor 348 synchronization is improved optimal near ones' individual preferred motor and/or perceptual 349 rhythms. Since performance on the synchronization task was at ceiling for all tempi, this 350 analysis focused only on the Continuations stage. Figure 10 As observed in the group-level data ( Figure X-above) , most participants demonstrate good 358 continuation-tapping for sub-second tempi, and hastening at slower rates. However, we fail to 359 observe any systematic benefit for continuation-tapping at one's SMT or PPT rate per se, nor 360 is that necessarily the point where accurate tapping breaks down for slower rates. Rather, many 361 participants maintained good tapping accuracy outside the SMT/PPT range. The is quantified 362 at the group-level, by comparing the tapping accuracy at the tempo closest to each participant's 363 average-SMT, relative to faster or slower tempi. Results show that tapping was similarly 364 accurate at the SMT relative to faster tempi (rank sum test, p=0.38), but was systematically 365 less accurate for slower tempi (rank sum test, p<10 -6 ; Figure X) . This pattern is not consistent 366 with a specific preference for the SMT rate, and it more easily explained by a general reduced 367 accuracy for slower rhythms, regardless of personal preferences. 368 Tapping accuracy during the Continuation stage was quantified for the tempo closes to each participant's SMT, and across three faster and slower rhythms (collapsed across both groups). Accuracy was defined as the squared difference between the mean ITI produced during the continuation stage, relative to the prescribed ISI, averaged across all trials. Reduced tapping accuracy was observed for rhythms slower than the SMT, consistent with the general hastening pattern for slow rhythms. However, no benefit was observed for continuation-tapping near one's SMT relative to faster rhythms.
Discussion 369
The current study provides a broad characterization of spontaneous rhythmic preferences and 370 synchronization to external rhythms in adults with ADHD as well as within a typical control 371 population. It sheds light on the nature of rhythmic deficits observed in ADHD, whose primary 372 challenge seems to be with internal generation and representation of rhythms, but are 373 nonetheless accurate at synchronizing to a wide range of external rhythms. In addition, our 374 results challenge some of the assumptions of the Preferred Period Hypothesis regarding the 375 consistency of motor and perceptual 'default' rhythms, as well as their significance for 376 rhythmic behavior more broadly. In the following sections we discuss the contribution of the 377 current findings to understanding nature of rhythmic deficits in ADHD, and their implications 378 regarding the domain-generality of spontaneous rhythmic preferences. 379 380
Distinctions Between Spontaneous and Synchronized Motor Rhythms 381
The first aspect of motor rhythms addressed here focuses on the ability to produce 382 isochronous tapping. This was studied under three conditions: Spontaneous finger tapping, 383 paced-synchronized tapping to an external rhythm, and continuation tapping at a prescribed 384 rhythm. All three types of behavior manifest in similar motor outcomes, and engage a network The isochronous nature of spontaneous, or self-paced, movement has been attributed to 391 the involvement of neural oscillations in motor control (Fraisse 1982 is not merely sequential responses to rhythmic input but involves temporal prediction and 407 generalization (Repp and Moseley 2012) . 408
Thus, the key distinction between spontaneous tapping and synchronization is whether 409 they are guided by an internal or external pace. This is also reflected in differential involvement 410 of brain regions within the 'temporal hub' when performing these two tasks (Chauvigné et 
Motor Tapping Deficits in ADHD 445
After establishing the distinctions between spontaneous, synchronized and continuation 446 tapping, we now turn to discuss performance on these tasks in individuals with ADHD. We 447 found that spontaneous tapping in individuals with ADHD was more variable and less 448 isochronous relative to controls. To the best of our knowledge only one previous study by 449 Rubia et al. (2003) tested spontaneous tapping in ADHD, focusing on young children (ages 6-450 12), and similarly found increased variability in the ability to produce isochronous rhythms. 451
Moreover, the current study provides a more complete characterization of synchronization-452 continuation performance in ADHD relative to previous studies, given the broad range of 453 rhythms tested. 454
Despite their instable spontaneous tapping, sensorimotor synchronization was 455 nonetheless highly accurate in the ADHD group across a wide-range of tempi, in a manner 456 similar to controls. Mean Asynchrony during synchronization was negative for all tempi, 457 indicating true synchronization and entrainment, and here too no significant difference was 458 found between the groups. Previous studies on sensorimotor synchronization in ADHD have 459 slightly higher in the ADHD group at least at some tempi, although this was not statistically 465 significant. Therefore, a conservative interpretation would be that variability in 466 synchronization might be slightly enhanced in ADHD, in some cases, but mean tapping rate is 467 nonetheless relatively stable. 468 This is in contrast to continuation tapping where both the mean tapping rates and 469 variability were significantly worse in the ADHD group relative to controls. This is consistent 470 with several previous studies reporting that individuals with ADHD generally exhibit more 471 variability in continuation-tapping vs. synchronization and are also more variable relative to 472 controls (Rubia et The overall emerging pattern from studying these three types of motor tapping 491 behaviors suggests the following: Individuals with ADHD seem to have an inherent deficit in 492 maintaining internal timing and generating isochronous rhythms based on internal motor-493 oscillations alone. This manifests both in their reduced ability to produce isochronous 494 spontaneous tapping as well as in increased variability in continuation tapping, that imposes 495 Supporting this distinction, a recent study suggest that the timing impairments in ADHD stem 500 from higher level factors such as sustained attention, rather than low-level sensorimotor timing 501 (Hove et al. 2017) . 502
The pattern observed here in the ADHD group, who show impaired self-generated 503 tapping that is substantially improved by the presence of an external pacer, is somewhat 504 analogous to the improvement found in Parkinson's disease for sensorimotor synchronization 505 (refs from above). Although these are highly distinct clinical conditions, they do share some 506 commonalities. Most notably they both involve abnormal regulation of dopamine levels ( To summarize, our study is the first to directly compare all three types of motor tapping 521 in ADHD adults, and results support a general impairment in the motor production of 522 isochronous rhythms, manifest both in spontaneous tapping and in continuation (reproduction), 523 in a broad range of sub and supra-second rhythms. Nonetheless, we also find that the use of an 524 external pace-maker can substantially assist in overcoming the difficulties of internal timing, 525 as the ADHD successfully adjusted tap-to-tap intervals to maintain the requested global rate in 526 the synchronization task. Taken together, the emerging pattern suggests that the temporal 527 deficits in ADHD may be more generally related to difficulties in maintaining an internal 528 representation of a rhythm, or of temporal intervals. These results shed new light on the specific 529 type of temporal processing that are implicated in ADHD adults, and indicate that the use of 530 external pace-makers can assist in overcoming some of these difficulties. 531 532
Preferred motor and perceptual rhythms 533
A second aspect of rhythmic behavior studied here pertains specifically to the Preferred 534 Period Hypothesis, suggesting that individuals have a characteristic preferred rhythm, 535 generalized across perception and production (Fraisse 1982; Collyer et al. 1994; McAuley et 536 al. 2006; Michaelis et al. 2014; Schwartze and Kotz 2015) . Here we tested several key 537 assumptions of this hypothesis, primarily the stability of spontaneous preferences over time, 538 the correspondence between perceptual and motor rhythmic preferences, as well as the 539 generalization between spontaneous preferences and synchronization to external rhythms. 540
Before discussing the results obtained here, it is important to note two important 541 differences in the procedure used here to evaluate individual SMT and PPT relative to most 542 previous studies. First, whereas most studies instruct participants to indicate their most 543 'comfortable' rhythm, in the current study instructions were linked to a more well-defined task 544 -counting from 1 to 10 ( Grondin et al. 1999 ). As mentioned above, this choice arguably 545 reduces variability related to differences in interpretation or subjective "comfort", which could 546 have potentially explained the large differences found in our preliminary study (see 547 supplementary material). Second, in some studies, the rhythms used for PPT assessment and 548 for synchronization-continuation testing were tailored specifically around each participants' 549 personal SMT (e.g., McAuley et al. 2006 ). This may have biased results toward the central 550 rhythm used, overestimating the correspondence between spontaneous motor and perceptual 551 preferences. To overcome this, in the current study we tested a broad and constant range of 552 rhythms in the PPT and synchronization-continuation tasks (see also Michaelis et al. 2014) . 553
For both SMT and PPT, in the current 'counting rhythm' task individuals were more 554 likely to reproduce the same motor and perceptual preferences across trials and sessions 555 (relative to our preliminary study using the common 'most comfortable rhythm' task). This 556 indicates that the specific instructions given to participants impact performance, affecting both 557 within and between subject variability, which may interfere with interpretation of the results 558 (for similar criticism, see Hinton and Rao 2004) . However, even using the more specific 559 'counting rhythm' tasks, many participants still display substantial variability across sessions. 560
Using the cutoff of CV>0.25, used in previous studies to indicate inconsistent performance 561 (McAuley et al. 2006) , in the control group ~30% of participants showed inconsistent SMT or 562 PPT across sessions, and the proportion was higher in the ADHD group (43% with inconsistent 563 SMT and 57% with inconsistent PPT). Moreover, there was no correlation in the variability 564 across the two tasks, with some participants showing consistent preferences in one modality 565 but not in the other. The notion of a personal tempo has been around for decades (Rimoldi 566 1951) , but although some studies look at within-subject consistency across trials, this is often 567 limited to a small number of trials/sessions (Schwartze and Kotz 2015) and individual 568 differences in test-retest reliability are rarely reported. Indeed, similar to the current findings, 569 a recent study showed that individuals vary substantially in the degree of isochrony during 570 spontaneous tapping, although in that study SMT replicability across trials/session was not 571 tested (McPherson et al. 2018 ). Test-retest replicability of PPT is even less prevalent, and as 572 mentioned above, measurement of the PPT itself is often skewed toward the SMT by 573 experimental design. While the current results do indicate that some, or even most, individuals 574 have consistent motor and perceptual rhythmic preferences, they also clearly demonstrate that 575 this is not universal. Many individuals feel comfortable tapping at, counting at and listening to 576 a wide range of rhythms, and the notion that rhythmic preferences are limited to one singular 577 tempo might be an overstatement. 578
This holds true also when testing the correspondence between the SMT and PPT. The 579 positive correlation observed here between median SMT and mean PPT values suggest that 580 individuals do have a broad tendency for preferring faster or slower rates. However, counter to 581 the predictions of a singular oscillator underlying both preferences, we did not find a 1:1 582 correspondence between SMT and PPT (regression diagonal < 1). Although some previous 583 Another prediction of the Preferred Tempo Hypothesis that is also not supported by the 587 current data is that performance on synchronization-continuation tapping is better at one's 588 preferred tempo. Synchronization performance was at ceiling for all tempo, across both groups. 589
This nicely demonstrates the large range within which individuals (ADHD and controls alike) 590 flexibly modulate motor activity to match the rhythm of external rhythms. Indeed, previous 591 studies have shown similarly good synchronization ability to a wide range of rhythms, on a 592 variety of motor tasks, such as finger tapping ( continuation-tapping was inaccurate -primarily for supra-second intervals -this was not 608 systematically linked to how far the rhythm was from individual SMT/PPT. Some participants 609 even showed inaccurate tapping for rate within the range of their own personal SMT/PPT. This 610 pattern is consistent with another recent study who failed to find a correspondance between 611 SMT and performance on motor syncronization-continuation task (McPherson et al. 2018 ). In 612 that study, synchronization-continuation accuracy was negatively correalted with the overall 613 isochrony of spontaenous tapping, however not to participants' personal SMT rate. 614
Taken together, these findings raise questions regarding the broader functional 615 relevance of perferred/default motor and perceptual rhythms. At least in the specific context of 616 the synchronization-continuation task tested here, we do not find evidence that rhythmic 617 behavior is facilitated by so-called 'default preferences'. It is possible that SMTs do benefit 618 performance on more complex tasks, such as synchronization to complex rhythms (Phillips-619 Silver et al. 2011) or perception of threshold-level stimuli (Schurger et al. 2017 ). However, 620 together with the broader concern disccussed above questioning how consistent and replicable 621 individual rhythmic preferences really are, the lack of specific advantages for SMT/PPTs in 622 the current study brings us to conclude that unequivolcal empirical indications for behavior 623 benefits of "presonal rhythmic preferences" in adults, are still lacking. 624 625
Conclusions 626
This study highlights two main points regarding rhythmic motor tapping behavior, in ADHD 627 adults and controls. The first refers to the theoretical and empirical distinction between self-628 generate and synchronized rhythmic tapping. Synchronized tapping is highly accurate and 629 flexible across a large range of sub-second to supra-second rhythms. However, maintaining an 630 isochronous rhythm without an external pacer, guided either by temporal working memory or 631 internal counting, is substantially more difficult, particularly for individuals in the ADHD 632 group. The second refers to the existence and functional utility of default personal rhythms, 633 that generalize across production and perception. While the current results indicate that many 634 participants do exhibit reproducible and correlated SMTs and PPTs, they also highlight the 635 existence of vast intra-subject variability and sensitivity to task-specific context and 636 instructions. Moreover, at least in the specific context tested here, it is difficult to gauge the 637 functional relevance of default rhythms, since synchronization-continuations performance was 638 not biased by personal preferences. Rather, our results suggest that rhythmic motor behavior is 639 highly adaptable to a wide range of rhythms, a trait which is arguably extremely important for 640 
SMT-PPT correspondence: Linear regression analysis between the median SMT and PPT 693
values within participants revealed no significant correlation between the two measures 694 (r=0.18, p>0.4). The lack of correlation stands in contrast to several previous studies, and is 695 inconsistent with the Preferred Period Hypothesis. 696
We hypothesized that the loose nature of the instructions given in the current task, emphasizing 697 assessing how 'comfortable' a rhythm is, may have contributed to the inconsistencies in both 698 spontaneous and perceptual preferences, and may also drive the lack of a correspondence 699 between them. This served as motivation for replacing the vague 'comfortable' instructions 700 with the more specific 'counting' instructions used in the main experiment. 701 702 Figure S3 . Correspondence between SMT and PPT. Linear Regression between the median SMT and PPT values within individuals revealed no significant correlation between the two measures in the current study. The dashed line represents the diagonal.
